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→ With its New Mobility World exhibition at the IAA Car Show 
2015, the VDA creates an innovative forum that places the 
personal transportation needs of the 21st century traveller 
at its centre. In the coming years, personal transport needs 
and possibilities will change fundamentally. The connected car 
and integrated online transport services will become the norm 
thanks to smartphones and apps. New drive system concepts 
and vehicle forms, car-sharing and other service models will 
contribute to relieving the burden on urban transport systems. 
The car is being re-invented and is an essential component of 
future personal transport. 

The challenges for personal transport have grown substan-
tially and become much more complex. No single industry on 
its own will be able to master the challenges of a functioning 
personal transport system. That is why the New Mobility World 
is the cross-industry platform for intensive interchange not 
only between vehicle producers, ITC providers, energy suppliers 
and service providers but also between local government and 
investors.  

The New Mobility World is a showcase, experimentation lab,  
testing ground and discussion platform all rolled into one.  
For experts as well as for the general public and future users.

→ There is a choice of exhibition formats available offering the 
various exhibitor groups the optimum presentation platform 
from the classic individual show stand through to theme parks 
and multi-modal activities. Interaction with visitors is positi-
vely encouraged.

New Mobility World is a showcase, experimentation lab, 
testing ground and discussion platform all rolled into one. 
The centrepiece is the SHOW STAGE in the forum presen-
ting a continuously changing action arena in conjunction with 
a glass-walled studio – the dedicated media centre – that 

broadcasts all the important events on the media channels. A spe-
cially set up TEST TRACK provides the facility for testing a variety 
of vehicles and for interested visitors to try them out. 

A LOUNGE area is not only a space for relaxation but also con-
tains the registration desk for the test track and provides the 
chance for calm reflection on the exhibition experience.

The B2B AREA is reserved for trade visitors and provides the 
perfect venue for symposia, presentations by industry experts and 
networking. There is also a generous working area for the press.

FIVE LARGE COMPLEMENTARY  
THEME ZONES FORM THE MAIN FOCAL POINT:

→ CONNECTED CAR
 Exhibitors, developers and universities offer  
an overview of the present and future possibilities 
provided by assistance systems and even car-to-X 
technologies.

→ AUTOMATED DRIVING
More comfort and safety, more efficient driving, 
lower emissions and more time for what is 
important – automated driving will completely 
change how we understand mobility.

→ E-MOBILITY
Not only alternatively powered cars but also two, 
three and four-wheeled LEVs (light electric vehicles) 
and infrastructure tools can be examined “in the 
flesh” and even tried out in some instances. 

→ MOBILITY SERVICES
Made possible by the smartphone: new car-sharing and 
intermodal transport opportunities through to park-on-
demand and taxi apps offer versatile alternatives and 
open up attractive new transport options.

→ URBAN MOBILITY
The growing, worldwide trend towards urbanisation is 
amplifying the problems faced by urban transport. 
Innovative concepts and solutions from a variety of trans-
port providers and municipal authorities are on show here.

NEW MOBILITY WORLD
CONCEPT
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WORLD'S LEADING 
MOTOR SHOW.

THEME PARKS
The theme parks offer more detailed insights and fun-
damental explanations of individual aspects and provide 
an overall view of providers, products and solutions.

→ The exhibition concept is also entirely new: for the first 
time ever, a "hybrid" show format will be implemented –  
so exhibitors and partners will have the opportunity either  
of using the first four (trade) days of the show as a B2B event 
or of extending their appearance over the entire length of  
the exhibition. Appropriately modified space planning and 
stage management guarantees comprehensive and lively 
presentation. 

The New Mobility World will have the use of Hall 3.1 as a spa-
cious and versatile presentation space. Prompt and proactive 
coverage in trade and mainstream media will make sure there 
is plenty of demand. Because the sooner the public grasps the 
fascinating possibilities of the personal transport of tomor-
row, the sooner innovations can be translated into markets.

Industry, science and politics are all invited to promote and be 
part of the interdisciplinary dialogue within the framework of 
the New Mobility World.

→ CONNECTED CAR PAVILION

→ DIGITAL INFRASTRUCTURE

→ URBAN SOLUTION MARKET

→ SMART CITY FORUM

→ MULTIMODAL MARKET HALL

→ MOBILITY SOLUTIONS CENTER

→ ELECTRIC VEHICLE PLAZA

→ START-UP ZONE

EXHIBITORS IAA 2013

→ 1,098 exhibitors from 35 countries

→ 42 % of exhibitors from outside Germany

→  159 world premières, 70 of them 
 from car makers

→  400 suppliers representing entire value added  
chain presented 65 world premières

BIGGEST MEDIA DRAW IAA 2013

→  11,950 accredited journalists from 99 countries

VISITORS IAA 2013

→ 900,000 visitors from (83 % from Germany)

→ Trade visitors made up 35 %

→  69 % of trade visitors involved  
in buying decisions

→  Proportion of women among general public:  
16 % (constantly growing)

→  Average age of IAA visitors: 36

→  34,000 schoolchildren from right  
across Europe
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THE THEME PARKS
The New Mobility World offers an opportunity unique anywhe-
re in the world to experience the most important aspects and 
trends all in the same place. For exhibitors, taking part in one 
of the six theme parks offers an interesting and financially 
attractive alternative. 

The position of each theme park on one of the main aisles 
enables visitors to easily find their bearings. For exhibitors, that 
means a constantly high visibility level and, therefore, the ongo-
ing opportunity for interesting contacts.

Furthermore, the theme parks make it easy for visitors to find 
the suppliers in their particular area of interest close together 
in the same place. 

The hybrid principle will apply to the theme parks too: exhibi-
tors will be able to restrict their appearance to the first 4 days 
of the show or extend it over the full 13 days of the IAA.

COMMUNICATION
Each theme park benefits from integration in the communica-
tion concept for the IAA and the New Mobility World. 

In addition, individual communication activities are being 
developed for each of the theme parks that will reflect the 
exhibitor structure and the key topics and business sectors. In 
that way, individually tailored visitor advertising to the relevant 
target groups will be achieved.

VISITOR ADVERTISING 

As well as the classic communication channels such as 
mailshots, printed supplements and PR, great attention is 
being paid to the Internet profile and social networks. 

The interaction with visitors starts well in advance of the 
actual show and enables effective and purposeful preparation 
for the event by both sides. The "connected visitor" to the New 
Mobility World will be provided with contemporary tools for 
organizing the visit to the IAA in the most effective way. 

PARTICIPATION OPTIONS
Each theme park has its own individual profile and design 
concept.

The participation options are quite different in each case and 
are based on the specific presentation requirements. There are 
multiple options for the theme parks, graded according to scope 
and size.

COOPERATION PARTNERS
Each theme park will be supported by authority holders in the 
individual sectors. Cooperation with trade magazines and indus-
try associations is planned which will underline the contextual 
relevance of the theme parks. The aim is to present the most 
important and current topics at the IAA.

Alongside the ever-increasing numbers of electric 
cars, the electrification of bikes and trikes has 

experienced an enormous boom and now re-
presents a real alternative/addition to other 

modes of transport. Whether it's courier 
or local delivery services or the daily 
commute, the possible uses are many 

and varied, and the positive effect on inner-city 
traffic in particular is palpable. The Electric Vehicle 
Plaza provides a comprehensive picture of the 
providers, offers enlightening information and 
demonstrates the broad spectrum of components 
and drive system options. Service and infrastruc-
ture providers complete the programme. 

ELECTRIC  VEHICLE PLAZA

Electric transport alternatives 
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FOR PROVIDERS OF

DIRECTLY LINKED TO THE TEST TRACK – 
TEST DRIVES WITH YOUR VEHICLES.

Electric transport alternatives 

→ Electric cars

→ Electric bikes

→ Pedelecs

→ Electric mopeds

→ Segways

→ Electric scooters

→ Electric cargo bikes

→ Electric trikes

→ Electric skateboards

→ Components / Drive systems

→ Infrastructure / Charging stations

→ Hire services



30 qm

18 qm

12 qm
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Electric transport alternatives 

CAFÉ 

STORE / CLOAKROOM / OFFICE   

L PACKAGE 30sq m €25,000

M PACKAGE 18sq m €15,500

S PACKAGE 12sq m €9,500

PARTICIPATION 
PACKAGES

PARTICIPATION PACKAGE 

SPECIFICATIONS

SPECIFICATIONS OF 

COMMUNICATION AREA

INFRASTRUCTURE

1 x Counter

1 x Graphic display

2 x Discussion areas

1 x Graphic display

2 x Discussion areas

1 x Small graphic

1 x Discussion area

L PACKAGE

M PACKAGE

S PACKAGE
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Electric transport alternatives 

THEME PARK PLAN



www.newmobilityworld.com

Projektbüro New Mobility World
c /o CommCode GmbH & Co. KG

Tel + 49  (0) 81 52-99 88 346
Fax  + 49  (0) 81 52-99 88 347
info@newmobilityworld.com

Postal address:

Projektbüro New Mobility World
c/o CommCode GmbH & Co. KG
Schloss Seefeld (Hochschloss)
82229 Seefeld

CONTACT

A project of the 
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